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1 A crossword  
Find out what the competition is all about. The clues below will help you. 

 

 

 

ACROSS 

 

2. a contest to find out who is the best 

5. the best person in a contest 

 

DOWN 

1. the opposite of old 

3. a  small flat piece of metal you get as a prize for the first three places 

4. a person who helps you get better at sports 

6. to move fast 

 

Mix the circled letters to find the topic of our competition:  

__ __ __ __ __ __ __  GAMES 

 
 

2    Hidden message 
 
Cross out the past participle forms to find the hidden message. Write down this message. 

 

 

welcomemettorunourarrivedsportsansweredcompetitionhad 

gostoppedfortakengoldspokengoodeatenluckgonehavestartedfunbeenandreadenjoygotth

eheardtimestolen 

 

 

 

 

 



3  Olympic Games 

In the following text, five word groups are missing. Below the text you can find eight possible 

phrases to fill in the gaps. Write down the correct numbers in the spaces provided. 

 

The Olympic Games, known as the "Olympics," are a famous worldwide sports event that 

happens every four years. They have a long history that goes back to early Greece,( ___ ) . 

These earliest games paid respect to the Greek god Zeus. 

Today, there are two main types of Olympics: the Summer Olympics and the Winter 

Olympics. The Summer Olympics include sports like running, swimming, and gymnastics, 

while the Winter Olympics feature sports like skiing and ice skating. Athletes from all over 

the world come together to compete and represent their countries. The countries are very 

proud of their athletes ( ___ ). It's an exciting event that captures the attention of people 

globally ( ___ ). 

The Opening Ceremony is a big part of the Olympics. Athletes from different countries march 

into the stadium, carrying their national flags. This ceremony also includes cultural 

performances. It's a moment of pride for the athletes and their nations, ( ___ ). 

Medals are awarded to the top athletes in various sports, like gold for first place, silver for  

second, and bronze for third. The design of the medals often reflects ( ___ ) the host country. 

Winning an Olympic medal is a special achievement for any athlete. 

In conclusion, the Olympic Games are a celebration of sports, friendship, and the spirit of 

competition. They bring people together from all around the world, reminding us of the 

importance of peace and understanding. 

 

1 - and one of the most-watched sporting events worldwide 

2 - and it marks the start of the games 

3 - hosted by a different country 

4 - and often provide extensive support and training programs 

5 - the culture and history of  

6 - that is the world‘s leading sports event 

7 - with the first games held in 776 BC 

8 - that remind us of the power of sports 

 

 

4  Olympic Games – Paris 2024 

Fill in the missing letters. There is one line for each letter. 

 

The Olympic Games bring together amazing athletes from around the world who have worked 

hard to realise their potential. For schools in Lon___ ___ ___, the 2012 Olym___ ___ ___ and 

Paralympic Gam___ ___ are a fanta___ ___ ___ ___ opportunity for creat___ ___ ___ 

learning and conne___ ___ ___ ___ ___ children acr___ ___ ___ the globe.  

Teachers can disc___ ___ ___ the Games i___ the classroom, colle ___ ___ ___ and 

universities ma___ form special gro___ ___ ___ to organise simi___ ___ ___ games and 

activ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ or even se___ ___ students to he___ ___ at the act___ ___ ___ 

Olympics. 

Paris’s 2024 Cult___ ___ ___ ___ Olympiad has alre___ ___ ___ been preparing  

Fra__ __ __for the official opening ceremony. This one-of-a-kind programme is bringing 

artists, actors, sports clubs, and many other projects together to celebrate the connection 

between sport and the arts. This event will last through three seasons and show how rich the 

country’s culture is. Let the Games begin! 

 



5   Writing an email 

 

 

Your English pen pal is very much into sports. In an e-mail he tells you about his favourite 

kinds of sport. He asks you about your interests and activities. 

 

Dear friend, 

 

You know that I’m very much into sports and imagine I started a new kind of sport some 

weeks ago - water polo - yes, that is my third one. But I like it a lot to play in a team, I have 

been playing handball for five years, and to combine this with swimming, which I have been 

doing for three years. So I have three different trainings every week. And I’m really looking 

forward to the Olympic Games in Paris. No, I don’t want to take part, but I’m going to watch 

the exciting competitions on TV. What about you? Are you so keen on sports, too? 

I am looking forward to your answer.  

 

Best regards, 

Mike 

 

 

Write an e-mail back (about 80 words) in which you talk about the kinds of sport you like to 

do or you prefer to watch on TV or perhaps in the stadium. 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



6   Mediation 

 

 

Besuchen Sie das neue Sport- und Freizeitzentrum  

 

 

 Unser neues Sport-und Freizeitzentrum soll ein Treffpunkt   

 für die ganze Familie sein. Deshalb haben wir auch für  

 jeden etwas zu bieten. Von Tennis, Badminton und Squash  

 über Schwimmen und Sauna bis hin zu Kraftsporttraining   

 haben wir viele Möglichkeiten in unserem Programm.  

Gymnastik, Aerobic, Nordic Walking und Yoga werden in Kursen angeboten. 

Auch für die Ballspielarten gibt es bei uns verschiedene Aktivitäten. Wir organisieren gern für 

Sie ein Fußball- oder Handballspiel in unserem Außenbereich. 

Für andere Mannschaftswettbewerbe stehen auch drei Bowlingbahnen zur Verfügung. 

Wer lieber nur entspannen möchte, kann sich in unserer Wellness-Oase verwöhnen lassen. 

 

Wir freuen uns auf Ihren Besuch! 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Imagine your English-speaking friend is staying with you. He is interested in sport and asks 

you where he can go for some sport activities. Look at this flyer and answer your friend’s 

questions. 

 

 

Your friend: Who can go there and what kinds of sport can you do there? (Give five 

examples) 

 

You:_______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Your friend: Do they organize anything for groups? 

 

You:_______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Your friend: But I don’t like these kinds of sport so much. So I can’t go there, can I? 

 

You:_______________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7 Let the Game(s) begin! 

 

A group of young people take part in an international sports camp. In the evening they meet to 

talk about their day. As they don’t know each other they start by presenting their favourite 

sport in their native language and the others have to guess where the participants come from. 

Try to match the translations with the given countries. Fill in the correct letters in the spaces 

provided. Be careful. There are two more expressions than countries. 

 

knokken 
 

B)  längdhopp 
 

C)  
kuglestødning 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

   D) ODZIEŻ 

 

   

 

E)  tiokamp 

 

 

F)  brettaiðkun 

G) beklædning 
   

country What the person likes letter 

Denmark shot put  
Norway long jump  

Netherlands boxing  

Iceland surfing  

Sweden decathlon  
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